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How can we safely re-open U.S. Schools with the Delta variant?

• COVID-19 is transmitted mostly in infectious aerosols produced in speech which can be inhaled

• Challenges in re-opening schools with the Delta variant

• Are there effective ways to control the airborne spread of SARS-CoV-2 in schools?

• Considerations in re-opening SD Unified (pre-Delta and current)

• How can we ensure a school is safe to re-open? What questions can parents ask? How can 
parents and teachers be better advocates?  How can we unify across major groups to leverage 
and unify efforts?



Airborne Transmission of SARS-CoV-2

Speaking, singing, breathing [coughing/sneezing] produce 
many more aerosols than droplets at close range

Aerosols (<100 µm) can float (smoke) and accumulate in room for hours 
Droplets (>100 µm) drop (cannonballs) w/in 6 ft

Delta has 1000x viral load: Nearly as contagious as chicken pox

Tang, J. W.; et al, Dismantling myths on the airborne transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Journal of Hospital Infection 2021, 110, 89-96. (Graphic by Dr. Linsey Marr)
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Once airborne pathway is acknowledged, it becomes a fixable problem

CDC April 5, 2021

CDC: Infection from surface contamination is low

July 27, 2020

Goldman, E., Exaggerated risk of transmission of COVID-19 

by fomites. The Lancet Infectious Diseases 2020, 20 (8), 
892-893. (July 3, 2020)

Shift focus to cleaning the air



Riskiest locations are 
indoors, no masks, 
talking (or exertion)

Also, confined 
spaces like cars, 
elevators, 
bathrooms….

How about eating 
lunch?

Jones et al. BMJ 2020



Delta viral load over time for unvaccinated vs breakthrough cases

“Masks for all” indoors is important



Kimberly A. Prather, Chia Wang, Robert Schooley Science 2020;science.abc6197

Masks are critical to block the release and inhalation of aerosols (close/long range)

Lots of resources available 

for picking masks



Credit: Nicolas Smit (@ppetoheros)



https://youtu.be/GzTAZDsNBe0



Blachere, F. M., A. R. Lemons, J. P. Coyle, R. C. Derk, W. G. Lindsley, D. H. Beezhold, K. Woodfork, M. G. Duling, B. Boutin, T. Boots, J. R. Harris, T. Nurkiewicz
and J. D. Noti (2021). "Face mask fit modifications that improve source control performance." medRxiv: 2021.2009.2016.21263642 (10.1101/2021.09.16.21263642).
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Why is it important to acknowledge COVID-19 is “airborne”?

Sends a clear and consistent message on why the public 
should “clean the air” and “avoid shared air”

• Will make better choices

Helps public understand why:
• Ventilation and filtration are important
• Wearing a good mask or KF94/KN95 respirator is 

critical
• There is no safe social distance indoors (think 

cigarette smoke)—wear a mask indoors at all times!
• Must avoid indoor crowded locations 

(bars/restaurants) where masks are removed as they 
are highest risk

• Healthcare, frontline, and other high-risk workers need to 
be provided with proper PPE, including respirators.



With Delta, a layered protection approach is critical



Also helps in understanding what not to do….

Indoors w/ no mask

Close proximity Singing

Speaking indoors w/ no mask Plexi barriers and face shields

Indoors w/ poor ventilation



San Diego Unified District Re-opening (Spring 2021)-pre-Delta

• Masks required indoors at all times
• Ventilation (CO2 measurements)—open doors, windows, bring in fresh air through HVAC 

system, add MERV13 wherever possible
• Standalone HEPA filtration (no ionizers, no spray oxidants in air!!): Check w/ particle sensors



San Diego Unified District Re-opening Plan
• Masks required indoors at all times
• Ventilation: open doors, windows, bring in fresh air through HVAC system, add MERV13 

wherever possible: Check for “fresh air” w/ CO2 monitors
• Standalone HEPA filtration (no ionizers, no spray oxidants in air!!): Check w/ particle sensors
• Lunch is riskiest time: Eat outdoors whenever possible w/ few people, no talking (ideally) or in 

highly filtered room in shifts
• Small cohorts and distancing (now many more students and less distancing)

Current academic year:

Vaccine policy for all that are eligible
Indoor and outdoor mask mandates
Free and frequent testing (rapid testing)



Transparency on what schools are doing to lower risk of inhaling SARS-CoV-2 is critical



Schools must be given clear guidance for reducing the risk indoors due 
to aerosol inhaltion (for alpha)

• Do’s—HEPA filtration, MERV 13, 6 ACH, open windows and doors (outdoor 
pollution can be problematic in certain areas and w/ wildfires)
• Don’ts (no ionizers, plasmas, gadgets), no plexiglass barriers, less intense focus 

on surface cleaning

Adding plexiglass barriers can increase risk

Trap/concentrate aerosols (not good)
1918
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